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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

We present TactJam, an end-to-end suite for creating and sharing
low fidelity prototypes of on-body vibrotactile feedback. With TactJam, designers can create, record and share vibrotactile patterns
online. This opens up new ways of collaboratively designing vibrotactile patterns both in collocated as well as in remote settings.
We evaluate TactJam in a two-part distributed online workshop,
exploring the design of on-body tactons. Participants were able to
successfully use TactJam to learn about tacton design. We present
an overview of mappings between tactons and their associated concepts before comparing the results of tactons created using solely a
GUI and tactons created through experimenting with placements
directly on the body. Conducting both parts of the workshop separately highlighted the importance of designing directly with bodies:
less implicit assumptions were made, and designs were guided
by personal experience. We reflect on these results and close on
deliberations for the future development of TactJam.

• Human-centered computing → Haptic devices; Empirical
studies in HCI ; Interface design prototyping; User interface toolkits.
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Figure 1: An overview of the TactJam suite.

1

INTRODUCTION

Tactile feedback and communication continues to receive less attention than vision or audio in interactive technology. Its importance,
however, is known; touch is among the first senses we learn to
rely on [1], and serves purposes ranging from simple reflexes to
communication of complex emotions [18, 19, 53]. There have been
almost 20 years of investigation into guidelines and design tools to
support the creation of tactile feedback [7, 17, 40]. Yet, we still see
this modality used with less prevalence.
We believe there are two reasons why tactile feedback is still
something which is often added as an afterthought, rather than
explicitly included in design: When people are concurrently confronted with visual or acoustic as well as tactile stimuli, they tend to
prioritize the visual or acoustic element. This is reflected in visual
and audio media pipelines which are well established and highly
streamlined, while tactile processes are only recently being identified [33, 41, 46]. Second, design processes for all modalities rely
heavily on collaboration, which remains one of the most significant
challenges for both expert and novice haptic design [41, 46]. In
practice and in research, it is comparatively easy to communicate
visual or acoustic information through pictures and recordings;
however, the same is not true for tactile feedback.
In this paper, we address the collaboration problem as a step
towards improving our ability to design tactile information throughout the design process. We introduce TactJam (Figure 1), an open
source suite of software and hardware tools for designing, storing,
sharing, and testing on-body vibrotactile feedback patterns. TactJam supports placing up to eight actuators on a body as shown
on the left in Figure 1. Designers can then jam by controlling each
actuator in real time using button-presses on dedicated control
hardware. These patterns can be recorded on the device and then
uploaded to a cloud based sharing application. The device is further
able to download previously shared designs, enabling the playback
of tactile patterns designed by others.
This system complements industrial design tools by demonstrating how to support a collaborative haptic design process. Haptic
design tools are becoming more common with Apple’s API (limited
to single actuators) [24], the Lofelt [29] and Interhaptics [25] editors
and middleware that enable sharing designs, or the Syntacts [38]
vibrotactile rendering framework as prominent examples. With
TactJam, we expand upon these by offering end-to-end support
for collocated and remote collaborative work—from inception of

a design, to recording and sharing—throughout the haptic design
pipeline.
TactJam enables prototyping, recording, and sharing tactile icons
within the same environment. It supports in-situ exploration of
haptic experiences and allows design outcomes to feed back into design processes. This particularly suits haptic design as we often lack
a language which fully captures the richness of tactile experience
[35]. It also supports the design of on-body haptics, as designers are
faced with a plethora of bodily shapes and sizes, which interact with
how a given tactile design is experienced. Fast sharing mechanisms
enable designers to explore a range of multiple designs rapidly.
We put TactJam to a practical test through a two-part remote
workshop on vibrotactile feedback design. Workshop results highlighted that TactJam supported remote collaborative haptic design.
The workshops formed a type of natural experiment, which compared designing vibrotactile patterns using a GUI vs directly prototyping on bodies. This highlighted how using a GUI compared to
designing directly on bodies leads to very different design results,
but also very different ways of talking about and reflecting on these
designs.
In summary, we make the following contributions: We present
TactJam, an open source suite for collaboratively designing onbody vibrotactile feedback and present a qualitative evaluation
comprising a two part workshop. We further share anecdotal results
of tacton designs from the workshops, as well as implications of
how designing on bodies or using a GUI affects design choices.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Vibrotactile information display
Tactile perception is largely mediated through vibration [5]. Consequently, vibrotactile actuators are a powerful tool for simulating
physical touch sensations such as textures [36], forces [3], or compliance [50]. Such work, however, is predated by the use of vibrotactile
feedback as information display. In 1957, Frank Geldard developed
Vibratese, a vibrational representation of an alphabet across five
actuators on the body [16]. In 1959, the movie The Tingler provided
vibration feedback in theater seats [23]. This structured information
display employed multiple vibrotactile actuators. The goal of such
displays is to convey information as clearly as possible, rather than
provide physical realism. Correspondingly the design of vibrotactile interactions usually involves a manual, iterative process, which
TactJam was designed to support.
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The design of structured vibrotactile information displays was
outlined by Brewster and Brown, in their investigation of tactons, or
tactile icons [7], a type of haptic icon [14]. Follow-up inquiry looked
at effectiveness of information transfer [8], usability considerations
such as how large a set could be learned [52], and connection to
emotions [57], user experience [30], and player experience in games
[47]. This work typically identifies key design parameters like frequency, amplitude, waveform, and careful timing (e.g., duration,
number of pulses, rhythm).
Tactile icons have been used in scenarios like collaborative turn
taking [10], and mobile/wearable situations, like a spatial vibrotactile belt to help wayfinding [39]. Other examples include emotion
inducing cues using spatio-temporal vibrotactile patterns [22], and
approaches combining vibrations with thermal cues [54]. The workshop used as evaluation of TactJam focused on the design of such
tactile icons.

A series of tools and techniques have helped to contribute to
collaboration in haptics, but the field is still young. Mirroring two
actuators’ output on a “haptic instrument" can enable two hapticians to rapidly try out and discuss ideas in a collocated setting
[43]. Using open-source examples of vibrotactile effects in an online
tool can help people start from scratch, and learn the idioms of
haptic design [44] in an asynchronous manner. “HapTurk" showed
that crowdsourced studies of vibrotactile icons are similar to those
run in-person, lending them credibility, and shows that existing
commodity hardware can be used as a proxy for feedback with
rarer, higher-fidelity actuators [45].
However, these systems typically focus on a subset of the collaborative process or on a specific way of collaboration. TactJam can
be used for both collocated as well as distributed collaboration, it
supports both synchronous and asynchronous sharing, as well as
private or shared control.

2.2

3 TACTJAM
3.1 Design Considerations

Haptic design tools

As haptics has become more common within HCI research, we see
a pattern of design tools being developed for each new device. Early
work in artistic use of vibrotactile feedback, here for tactile-music
composition, recognized the need for compositional tools [17]. The
Hapticon editor [14] was an early example of an editor for a 1degree-of-freedom force feedback knob. Since then, a plethora of
tools have been developed for various haptic modalities, including
variable friction displays [32] and wearable pneumatic pressure
displays [13].
Of these design tools, tools for the design of vibrotactile feedback
are the most common, first with research prototypes and now with
industry tools. The maturity of vibrotactile actuation technology
makes it an easy target. In research, these show increasing complexity, from graphical editors for single actuators [40] and multiple
on-body actuators [26, 37], the use of tactile illusions to abstract
into a single “animation object" [42], and finally combine vibrotactile feedback with audio and video feedback in game design [51]
and VR [11, 12]. In industry, companies have long used in-house
tools (e.g., D-Box’s and Immersion’s editors for motion planning
and vibrotactile feedback), but more recently some companies have
emerged as software-focused to meet this growing need for haptic
design (e.g., Lofelt, Interhaptics).
Custom DIY kits have also emerged, such as Stereo Haptics
[58] for accessible 2-actuator control, and Syntacts [38] for more
general wearable vibrotactile feedback. This mirrors similar DIY
kits for other haptic modalities, like the Hapkit and Haply for force
feedback display [15, 31]. TactJam is similarly designed to be easily
replicable by other makers and tinkerers, its main contribution over
existing kits is its intended use in remote collaboration settings.

2.3

Collaboration in haptic design

Researchers have not just built design tools, but also applied design
processes to haptics [34]. For example, haptic sketching [33] has become a standard tool for people designing haptics or other physical
interactive systems. Now, haptic experience design (HaXD) is an
emerging design practice with similarities to other fields of design,
but unique challenges [41], especially for novices [46]. One of those
central challenges is collaboration.

TactJam provides a tool chain for a fast and iterative design process of on-body vibrotactile patterns, and supports collocated and
remote collaborative work. In this section, we outline this process,
the requirements for tools needed to implement it, and the opportunities for cooperation that this opens up.
3.1.1 Design Process. While sketching, designers typically create a
large number of designs with simple tools and later select a subset
to refine later [9]. With TactJam, we focus on this first rapid, iterative sketching process, but with vibration. Much like scribbling
with a pen on paper, haptic designers should be able to quickly
develop vibrotactile patterns directly on their body. Iterative sketching helps identifying strong ideas through multiple processes. For
one, capturing an idea concretely helps designers to think about
their sketch and identify strengths and weaknesses. Beyond that,
an important part of this iterative sketching process is the ability
to share and discuss sketches with others for soliciting feedback
and outside opinions. TactJam is also explicitly designed to support
these processes by providing the ability to record, display, and share
vibrotactile patterns.
In summary, with TactJam we intend to support these three main
activities:
(1) Sketching, which is done by attaching actuators on the body
and jamming with them, by playing vibrotactile patterns live
for experimenting with experiences.
(2) Recording vibrotactile patterns, and providing vibrotactile
playback to support reflecting on a captured idea.
(3) Documenting the vibrotactile patterns and sharing with others, for collecting feedback and for remote collaboration.
Throughout all steps, designers should be able to experience the
tactile feedback they produced.
3.1.2 Tools. To support the proposed activities we use two separate tools. The TactJam hardware allows for sketching and reflecting. The TactJam GUI supports documenting and collaborating
remotely. Both parts of TactJam communicate with each other,
while being fully functional as standalone systems. The TactJam
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Figure 2: (a) Initial prototype of TactJam used for teaching, (b) breadboarded version of TactJam designed for TEI workshop, (c)
first PCB version of workshop device and (d) re-designed workshop device with improved ergonomics for bimanual hand-held
use.
hardware is portable so users can design vibrotactile patterns without requiring access to a PC. The device can be held and used like a
game-controller in mobile situations. The device also comfortably
sits on a desk and can be used like a keyboard. Eight actuators can
be individually connected to the TactJam hardware and have long
cables to attach them anywhere on the body.
The TactJam hardware has three modes which mirror the main
activities outlined above:
(1) Jamming, where each actuator has a corresponding button
that turns the vibration on or off. The global amplitude of
vibration can be modulated with a rotary controller.
(2) Record/Play, where users can record button presses and amplitude modulations. These can then be played back.
(3) Data Transfer, where the physical device connects to the
GUI. From it, recorded vibration designs can be uploaded to
or downloaded from a server to the device.
To compare and contrast designs, TactJam has three independent
‘slots’ to work with. This allows, for example to record patterns
in slot one and slot two and switching back and forth between
them. Concurrently one might use slot three for testing new ideas,
or download a third pattern created by someone else using the
TactJam GUI.
The TactJam GUI handles the persistent storage in a remote
database as well as viewing, sorting, and retrieving vibrotactile
patterns from this database.
3.1.3 Collocated and Remote Collaboration. Schneider and MacLean
described several design dimensions for haptic instruments [43].
Some of these consider the collaborative aspects of such tools, e.g.
collocated/distributed output, synchronous/asynchronous output,
and private/shared control [43]. TactJam is designed to provide
designers with flexibility, by supporting all the described aspects
(but to varying extent). Similarly, TactJam is designed to be used
on oneself or on another person, which provides further flexibility.
When two or more designers are collocated, TactJam can be set
up so that the actuators of designer one are placed on the body of
the designer two. Here designer two perceives the tactile sketches
of the collaborator synchronously, but designer one needs to rely
on verbal feedback from designer two. Both designers can place the
actuators on their own bodies, which allows them to experience

their respective sketches in real time, but requires asynchronous
sharing of sketches. In addition to private control (one device per
user), multiple designers can use a device together for shared control
over the actuation. Similarly, one device can be used to attach
actuators on and provide output to multiple people. These uses,
however, are constrained by the number of available actuators and
the ability of multiple people to reach the device concurrently.
The focus of the design of TactJam, though, is to support distributed usage. That is, design in a context where multiple designers are working from different locations. This focus emerged as
TactJam was originally designed to facilitate shared sketching of
vibrotactile patterns during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this case,
TactJam provides asynchronous output via playback of recorded
patterns where each user has private control over their own device.
Equipped with TactJam, users can share their designs, discuss ideas
and can further elaborate them iteratively.

3.2

Implementation

TactJam is a fully open source hardware (Figure 2) and software (Figure 4) for designing on-body vibrotactile patterns. Hardware and
software can be used together or as standalone systems. All source
materials are available online: https://github.com/TactileVision.
3.2.1 Hardware: The TactJam hardware consists of a 160×80 mm
PCB with SMD and through-hole components. As it is intended to
be used without casing, all buttons, switches, encoders, LEDs and
the display are mounted on the top side of the PCB while all noninteractive components are on the side facing downwards. These
downward-facing components are protected by an acrylic plate,
attached with 20 mm spacers.
The main PCB acts as an extension board to the ESP32 NodeMCU
with ESP32-WROOM-32 chip from AZ-Delivery. The ESP32 connects to the main PCB through standard headers mounted on the
downward facing part of the PCB. The top side consists of eight
tactile switches (M1 – M8, Figure 3) to trigger up to eight actuators
simultaneously and a potentiometer for setting the global amplitude. Rotary switches are used to toggle between the device’s modes
(jam, record/play, and data transfer) and for choosing one of three
slots to work with vibrotactile patterns. Finally the board has three
general purpose buttons to trigger context relevant functions, e.g.
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Figure 3: Hardware user interface, with eight actuator buttons (M1–M8), three function buttons (F1–F3), knobs to select the mode, slot, and amplitude, and the display.

to start/stop record and play (F1 – F3, Figure 3). Feedback regarding the device’s state and settings is provided with a monochrome
OLED display (128×64 px) and errors are indicated with a buzzer.
The device supports up to sixteen Eccentric Rotating Mass vibration motors (ERMs) as actuators, connected to the PCB via JST
connectors and a 1.5 m long cable. We use the NFP-C1030L brushed
coin vibro motors ( 10 mm and 3 mm thick) for actuation and are
powered with a separate 5 V DC power supply via an additional
micro-USB port.
3.2.2 Firmware & Data Format: The firmware is implemented using PlatformIO [27], the Espressif 32 platform [28] and the Arduino
framework [2]. The firmware has three major tasks: (1) handle inputs (e.g. button presses), (2) record and play vibrotactile patterns,
and (3) communicate with the PC to transfer data between both
entities.
The device can record and store up to three tactile patterns in the
on-board flash memory of the ESP32. Patterns are stored as a series
of 32bit binary instructions. The encoding and decoding system is
implemented using libvtp [20] for memory efficient binary encoding and decoding. Each instruction consists of a instruction type
(increment time, set amplitude, or set frequency), actuator ID, time
offset to last instruction and finally the value to set. For example, a
command to change the amplitude is structure as follows:
•
•
•
•
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3.2.3 GUI and Backend: An important piece of information which
TactJam cannot automatically record is the location of a given actuator. However, knowing where an actuator is placed is absolutely
crucial for recreating an on-body vibrotactile pattern. Therefore,
the automatically encoded pattern needs to be complemented with
clear documentation of where actuators are placed. The purpose of
the GUI is then to provide this documentation before uploading the
pattern to a server. Additionally, the GUI provides a visualization
of the vibrotactile design.
The TactJam GUI automatically connects to the firmware as
soon as the device is plugged in to the computer via USB. To enable
sharing vibrotactile patterns remotely with others, we use a backend
centralized server to which the GUI also connects automatically.
All vibrotactile patterns are saved on the server and can be accessed
by all users at any time.
Once a vibrotactile pattern is loaded on the GUI, the time profile
of each actuator is depicted as a continuous line with an area of
varying thickness corresponding to the vibrations amplitude (Figure 4, left). To document what actuators are being used and where
they are located on a body, the GUI provides a 3D mannequin (Figure 4, right), the location of actuators on a body must be manually
indicated by moving colored dots on to the corresponding locations
on the mannequin.
Before uploading patterns to the server, users are prompted
to provide a title and description of the pattern, as well as tags
indicating the body parts engaged in the design and custom tags
defined by users. To download a pattern users browse a page that
lists all existing patterns including meta information, and select one
of them. To simplify searching for vibrotactile patterns, a search
text field filters the list dynamically.

4

TACTJAM WORKSHOPS

Tactjam was put to a practical test during a two session online workshop at TEI 2021 [55]. Overall, 17 participants from North American
and Europe (six countries total) designed ten tactons in the first
session, and implemented 32 tactons in the second. Participants
were almost equally split between students and faculty, with eight

4 bit instruction code (0010)
8 bit actuator id (all actuators if zero)
10 bit time offset in milliseconds to last instruction
10 bit amplitude

If the time offset exceeds the 10-bit limit of 1023 ms the increment
time instruction can be used with the following structure:
• 4 bit instruction code (0000)
• 28 bit time offset in milliseconds to last instruction
As frequency and amplitude are coupled for ERMs (the parameters
influence eachother, and can therefore not be tuned separately from
each other), the current iteration of TactJam does not use the set
frequency command, however it is implemented for compatibility with other vibrotactile pattern generation tools such as that
provided by bARefoot [50].

Figure 4: Screenshot showing the graphical user interface. A
visualization of the pattern recorded by the TactJam hardware can be seen on the left. The positions of the actuators
are manually indicated on the right, using this GUI.
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participants having finished their PhD and nine still studying (one
in a BA degree, two in a Master’s degree and six working towards a
PhD). About 2/3 of participants presented as more masculine and at
least one participant was non-binary. The participants’ research interests spanned from haptic material and experience design, safety
critical systems, animal-computer interaction to interaction design
more generally.
The workshop was held in two distinct sessions, two months
apart: the first focused on theory and designing tactons without
experiencing them, and the second focused on implementing the
former ideas and reflecting on theoretical design choices with the
device available to participants. Both sessions were approximately
four hours long.
In the first session, participants were asked to design tactons using three prompts: topics, contexts, and design goals. For all prompts
participants were provided with examples and participants were encouraged to add their own ideas. We proposed topics such as tactile
emotions, social presence, or time mapping, contexts such as biking,
gaming or physical activities, and design goals such as enhancing
immersive experiences or designing unambiguous feedback. We accompanied each topic and context with a list of examples presented
as textual label and an icon. Participants worked in groups to design
vibrotactile patterns and discuss their ideas. They used the TactJAM
GUI to illustrate the actuator placements and added descriptions to
specify the spatio-temporal properties of each vibrotactile pattern.
The main activity of the second session was physical on-body
design with a functional prototype. As we observed differences
in the designs resulting from these activities we deem relevant
and interesting, we initially report a sum mary of results for each
session individually.
Our analysis is grounded in textual data such as documents
created by individual groups and personal notes, chats, and video
recordings of final group discussions through their transcripts as
well as visual data in the form of digital representations of the
resulting tacton designs. We analyzed textual data using a lightweight coding and theming approach [6] involving four steps: 1)
familiarizing ourselves with the data (sensing), 2) creating a coding
frame to ensure reliability, 3) identifying relevant codes regarding
e.g., intent, inspiration, metaphors used, or envisioned experiences,
and 4) interpreting those in context. These steps are of iterative
character and can be repeated and returned to as needed [ibid].
For visual data, we conducted a schematic analysis [49] to identify
common and differing characteristics between the different designs
and interpreted them together with textual data. This analysis was
lead by the second and last author and discussed with all authors
to ensure a coherent narrative.

4.1

Workshop 1: GUI-based Design

The first workshop was conducted without the TactJam hardware.
Tactile icons were designed using only the TactJam GUI. To provide
some constraints to this exploration, participants and organizers
formed small groups to explore tactile icons for specific settings.
In the end, four distinct groups formed who chose the contexts of
bicycling (G1), Virtual Reality (G2), Sports (G3) and Hospital Intensive Care Units (ICU) (G4), respectively (see also, Table 1). Each
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Figure 5: Locations selected during workshop one

group consisted of three to four participants and would independently conduct their design deliberations. These were presented in
a group discussion at the end of the workshop which was recorded
and builds the core data basis for the second part of our analysis
regarding designers’ reflections.
4.1.1 Actuator Locations. Participants designed tactons which used
actuators all over their bodies. Emphasis was along the arms, on
the chest, down the spine and around the head. An overview of
selected locations is presented in Figure 5.
4.1.2 Design Reflections of Participants. The group discussion at
the end of the workshop was structured around each group presenting their individual tacton design(s) and reflecting on their intent,
inspirations, and experiences for half an hour. During the presentations, group members commented and added on what was said
whereas all workshop participants were invited to ask questions or
comment on the designs and deliberations. We report here from the
thematic analysis (along Boyatzis’s style [6]) of the video recording and transcript thereof across presentations. Instead of zoning
in on the individual designs, we focus here on how participants
communicated their designs and which points were prominent in
presenting them.
Primarily, participants were interested in communicating their
intent around the designs. Here, we observed a tendency to focus
on logically driven, clear mappings between information and sensory experiences with an emphasis on the information conveyed.
P3, for example, indicates how information flows in their concept
oriented on guiding bicyclers through traffic.
Another idea was to indicate, on the cycler’s back, which
direction to turn next or whether to stop at all. – P3
In cases where sensory experiences where mentioned, they
largely were relegated to notions of equivalence, i.e., aiming at
allowing immersive experiences that would not be accessible without using a set of vibrating motors. Here, participants aimed at
providing people who lost a limb an option to counteract phantom
pain or offering up sensory experiences of different embodiments,
most prominently that of an elephant, as P7 describes.
It’s this idea of, if you touch something, can you give
the feeling how an elephant
would interact with things? – P7
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Identifier

Group Context

Examples

G1

Bicycling

Alerting for oncoming traffic
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Indicating information regarding the weather forecast
G2

Virtual Reality

Supporting immersion when playing as non-human characters (e.g., elephants)
Facilitating management of phantom pain in the case of limb loss

G3

Sports

Providing suggestions for workout intensity
Structuring timings in high intensity interval training

G4

Intensive Care Units (ICU)

Guiding hospital staff to where care is most urgently needed
Communicating to and calming patients when staff is on their way

Table 1: Contexts of investigation during both workshops
The way participants talked about the groups they designed for,
they often used phrasings that indicated they preferred to design
for other, meaning they chose scenarios that feasibly had someone
else interacting with the resulting artefact. P2 notes this explicitly:

You want people to know what’s coming, maybe do it
in a reassuring way like a stroke on the arm, and try
and get that aspect of sense of touch. – P2

... we want to support caretakers in knowing where to
be at what time and what priority it is. – P2

Given the setup of the first workshop, participants provided
largely structured and logically driven designs. They oriented themselves towards an expanded set of embodiments not just representing the ones already present among participants; however, that also
means they prioritized their own assumptions about these experiences, as well informed as they might have been, over those of
people who make them first hand. Ultimately, experiences had to
be imagined and could not be verified, leading to reflections more
oriented on intent than actuality of designs.

Hence, intended target groups were imagined external to the set of
workshop participants. As participants’ familiarity with the target
contexts varied, they made assumptions about others’ experiences.
This reasoning might lead to complicated implications for the appropriateness and suitability of those designs (cf. [4]), for instance in the
context of disabilities that participants had no personal experiences
with themselves. The underlying assumption is the equivalence
of experiences made in a specific bodily area and produced with
sensory input at another.
We replaced the sensors on the foot they have lost and
moved it to another place of the body. – P4
However, some participants also discussed the impossibility of
actually understanding how sensory experiences are made in other
contexts, e.g., for animals. P6 muses about this extensively in the
context of the above mentioned elephant.
... if you have a trunk, then it’s an arm with fingers at
the end and it’s also a nose, and it’s also a tongue, and
it’s actually also a noisemaker, and it’s something that
you put food in your mouth with. It has so many uses.
How is it possible for us to imagine that? – P6
Finally, participants aimed at imagining experiences, largely
due to the abstract nature of the designs grounded in a lack of
knowledge of the corresponding experiences. Here, they often drew
on known interactive experiences and specific ones they made
personally from which they envisioned how the populations they
designed for would experience and feel about interacting with the
potential artefacts.
That’s like moving from slow to intense or something
coming towards you. – P5
Participants also noted how these populations would make meaning
about the interactive experiences. Particularly the following statement by P2 indicates how experiences for others were imagined
with a caring intent behind.

4.1.3 Workshop Results: Tacton Mappings. Something we were especially interested in were metaphors and mappings participants
might chose when creating tactons. We therefore summarized these
mappings using affinity diagrams and identified four major categories:
Nominal mappings where participants mapped a discrete design to a specific purpose. Such mappings might be naturalistic,
where a tacton simulates the concept it represents. An example
of a naturalistic mapping was a zig-zag pattern on the back of a
cyclist, which communicated upcoming thunderstorms (Figure 6a).
Another type of mapping might be logical where the tacton reflects
the logical organization of a concept. An example of this were two
actuators placed on top of each other. If the higher one vibrated,
this communicated to a cyclist that they should switch into a higher
gear, if the other, lower, one vibrated, the cyclist should switch into
a lower gear (Figure 6b). Participants also used visual analogies, for
example, by arranging a set of tactons to represent, for example,
the familiar visual icons for the play or pause symbol.
Another type of mappings were Body Based mappings. These
again included spatial mappings, where a tacton might communicate a location on a body, or directions relative to a body (Figure 6c),
for example, highlighting contextual cues such as surrounding traffic or directly guiding cyclers towards specific directions. Another
type of body-based mapping was perceptual. Here tactons were
used to communicate perceptual events. For example by providing
feedback on the shoulder when a prosthetic hand would touch an
object, or providing a human with feedback on the nose, so they
might experience what it feels like to be an elephant (Figure 6d).
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Figure 6: Tactons shared in the wrap-up session of workshop one. a) Naturalistic mapping: tactons display the weather on the
back. Rain is presented by intermittent random vibrations, while lightning is shown as zig-zag pattern. b) Logical mapping:
Top of wrist for switching to higher gear, bottom of wrist for switching to lower gear. Front of shin for faster, back of shin for
slower. c) Temporal mapping: Heart rate and body temperature are communicated based on the speed of circular vibration
patterns. d) Spatial mapping: Directions in VR are interpolated using the actuators distributed on the head. e) Perceptual
mapping: Actuators are placed at locations, where an elephant would have sensory experiences a human usually would not
have access to. f) Affective mapping: Actuators are placed so they might be used to provide a calming gesture.
A further type of mapping we encountered was Magnitude,
where variations in the tacton design provided a quantitative element to the concept they communicated. Examples included, again,
spatial mappings, for example, actuators might be arranged in a
row, and depending which actuator vibrates, this might indicate
how urgent something is. Similar strategies were represented in a
temporal manner. The speed with which a pattern repeated might
provide feedback to a runner on their pulse or body temperature
(Figure 6e). Finally the magnitude of a concept might also be communicated by the magnitude of vibration. For example, the number
of actuators vibrating might indicate how soon an event will occur.
The final type of mapping we found was Affective. Here, tactons
were designed to communicate a concept to support creating a
target mood in the person with the tacton. For example, in a hospital
setting, a patient might receive a tactile notification telling them
that a nurse is on their way. The tacton might then be designed
to simulate a gentle touch, with the intention of soothing and
reassuring the patient (Figure 6f).

4.2

Workshop 2: On-Body Design

In the second workshop, the same groups came together to implement the designs from the previous workshop using the TactJam
hardware (see Appendix for additional visualizations of vibrotactile patterns). As most participants invested most of their time in
unstructured experimentation with the hardware, the final round
was held as an open discussion.
4.2.1 Actuator Locations. The locations chosen for the on-body
prototyping were noticeably less diverse than during the first session. Most tactons were placed on the left arm, while some were
placed around the chest (Figure 7). To our surprise, the face and neck
were also used extensively. Actuators were additionally placed on
dog noses. We speculate that two different factors might have influenced this. For one, the social awkwardness of some locations was
experienced much stronger in the actual on-body context. Further,
as most participants were alone during the workshop, locations
were constrained to those they could reach themselves as well as to
body parts participants were willing to expose in an online setting.

4.2.2 Design Reflections of Participants. The concluding discussion
and reflections on the second workshop were analyzed in the same
fashion as the first workshop. However, the conversation was less
structured along groups and participants overall spoke more freely
– largely about the experiences they made and to a lesser extent
attached to design intents.
During the second workshop, participants focused their reflection on their activities experimenting with their own bodies and
exploring sensory experiences they made themselves. In describing these explorations, they used less concrete words and relied on
a shared sense of how things should feel.
I think I started with pulses and then I went with swoops.
So I was really trying to play around with the volume.
And I found that like having that ease in, that ease out,
that fade in, fade out. – P2
Figure 8 and the supplementary figures in the appendix illustrate
this iterative approach. There was a fairly hedonic drive in experimenting with the sensory potentials with participants seeking
out pleasurable experiences. Subsequently, they reported feeling
‘good’ about their explorations and modulating them in ways they
personally found rewarding.
I really like the feeling to use vibrations in different
positions. – P14

Figure 7: Locations selected during workshop two
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Figure 8: Example of tacton design from workshop two. Note the iterative nature of the temporal patterns and the increasing
use of amplitude dynamics (swoops).
Having that extra amplitude is the only way we can get
continuous stuff, which is more biological and more, I
don’t know, just pleasant, right? – P2

It failed gloriously because it was an entirely different experience and that we treated it then as well as a
different experience. – P11

Participants also experimented with objects (and non-human
animals) that surrounded them and reflected on how vibrotactile
experiences differed along different body parts and configurations.

While participants were more focused on exploring sensory
experiences for themselves on their own bodies, they also shared
tactons with each other. In these cases, designs that were initially
intended for personal use or stemmed from individual explorations,
were then made available to other participants and became designs
not just for self, but also for others. Two participants mentioned the
resulting intimacy they experienced explicitly, with P12 pondering
on the interpersonal meanings created by this practice.
The very first time, I downloaded [another person’s]
tacton, I had this moment where I wondered what the
social meaning or what that means to download somebody else’s tacton. And I guess we were also, especially,
we were designing things that feel pleasant. – P12
As participants noticed this mismatch between earlier assumptions and the experiences they made themselves, some
tried to find an explanation as to why this was the case. P13 hinted at
a lack of training regarding vibrotactile sensitivities of participants.
I wanted to share that it’s really hard to imagine how
stuff feels. [...] I think humans are just really not used
to imagine how tactile input feels and tactile output on
the skin. – P13
Participants also provided the development team with a range of
suggestions for further improvements on the interaction of TactJam
hardware and software parts for design iterations. Overall, though,
participants largely explored sensory experiences for themselves
during the second workshop, re-evaluated their prior designs and
sought out explanations for the meaning behind sharing on-body
experiences as well as the divergence between assumptions driving
designs in the first workshops and experiences made in the second.

I put some on a headset because I happened to have one
of those, stuck some on here. And that was a real buzz,
because it’s right next to your skull and everything.
That was a huge shock. I also tried it on my dog’s nose
and I got a quite strong reaction from her when I did
that. – P6
The surprise P6 states here on how their imagination differed
from their experiences was shared among participants in a range
of ways. For example, P9 describes how they experimented with
actuator placements in ways they previously found conceptually ill
fitting or imagined as unpleasant.
I was trying a bit on the throat which is super interesting
and very not aggressive at all. Whereas I would have
thought, without trying it, that it would be like, “No,
don’t put something on my throat." – P9
Participants further reflected on their previous designs and how
assumptions about the experiences shaped them. In some cases,
however, as P10 describes, exploring different designs through onbody placements proved crucial to assess the feasibility of prior
ideas – sometimes indicating that they could not be implemented
in the way previously intended.
I thought it would be well more distinctive with regard
to the play shape. When I tried it out on my arm, it was
hard to recognize a certain pattern or recognize which
shape underlies the different vibrations. – P10
In another case, participants indicated that a previously assumed
equivalence between experiences made with vibrotactile patterns
placed on arms and those placed on a chest did not hold. They
started reconsidering their assumption and reflect on how they
could consider the differences going further.

4.2.3 Workshop Results: Tacton Mappings. The re-evaluations made
when working on the body, lead to new insights about tacton mappings.
Participants identified a new type of mapping, action centric
mappings. These are tactons, which are modified based on what
the user is doing. For example, their intensity might increase while
the user is reaching for an object.
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Participants also found that affective mappings were almost
unavoidable, and more complex than assumed. This manifested
in the simple desire of participants wishing to continuously test
some patterns, simply because they felt nice, even though they were
not designed with that in mind. Other examples included tactons
created with spatial metaphors in mind, which were experienced
as arousing or as calming. However, factors such as variability of
body shape, e.g.: size and distribution of muscles and fatty tissue,
impact how vibration propagates, making it difficult to transfer
these experiences between participants.
Participants found that borrowing visual analogies did not work
well. For example, actuators organized in the shape of a play or
pause symbol lost their meaning, when the body (and consequently
the icon) changed orientation. We share visual impressions from
workshop two in Figure 9.

5

DISCUSSION

TactJam enabled 17 people from six countries, two continents and
three timezones to come together and collaboratively prototype
on-body tactile experiences. There was something profoundly satisfying, to be able to speak with a person sitting thousands of
kilometers away and then, with a couple of mouse-clicks and button presses, be able to share a bodily experience with that person.
TactJam also supported serendipitous discovery, both accidental,
for example by erroneously uploading tactons designed for the arm
to a actuator pattern placed on the chest as well as through playful
experimentation, for example by designing tactons on the lips, or
together with their pet.
We argue this sense of discovery and playfulness was in part enabled by the features of TactJam for sharing of vibrotactile patterns.
Participants did not need to worry about uploading specific files
online for their collaborators to download, but could instead focus
on testing and discussing their designs. TactJam further helped
participants document their work by integrating means to report
on the logic of each design.
Consequently, TactJam not only enabled playful collaboration,
but through this collaboration allowed participants to learn about
vibrotactile feedback design and deepen their knowledge of tacton
design. It should be highlighted that experts who had been working with vibrotactile feedback for years were able to deepen their
knowledge through playing with TactJam while complete novices
were similarly able to not only produce tactons, but through these
tactons produce insights which we share in the results sections of
this paper.

5.1

Comparisons between Workshops

A further exciting aspect about the workshops is that, together, they
created something akin to a natural experiment comparing design
by means of a GUI tool to designing directly on bodies. We observed
how the tools used lead to relevant differences in how participants
reflect on their designs and associated experiences. On a language
level, when using the GUI, participants used many comparisons and
metaphors to describe their intent and the inspirations they drew
from. Hence, metaphors indicate a design potential. In contrast,
when working directly on bodies, participants relied on analogies
when describing their experiences and used more abstract notions
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to convey how things felt to them. Hence, as the envisioned interactions become concrete and translated into sensory experiences,
metaphors and clear design constraints become less relevant to
create new designs and communicate them to others. Additionally,
the designs created become more personal, not just in how they are
experienced but also in how they have meaning for those engaging
with them.
Across both workshops, we re-affirmed that designing for bodies
requires designing with bodies (as suggested by [21]). However, in
both workshops participants prioritized their individual perspectives on bodily experiences. Working with the GUI these were used
for making assumptions about how something might feel, whereas
when working with their bodies, participants extrapolated from
their own experiences onto others’. This was partly due to the
specific setup of the workshops, though we need to stress here
that to account for the diversity of bodies, designers will need to
actively seek out the perspectives of those they design for and consider designing with their target populations especially if they hold
different embodied experiences from their own (see [4]).
Even though participants mentioned the intimacy involved in
sharing sensory experiences amongst each other, this experience
was limited, presumably due to the professional setting. Here, our
workshops provide only a glimpse into the potential we see for
TactJam to facilitate interactions between humans and allow for
shared meaning making.
Ultimately, the workshops highlighted that the tools we use
shape the way we think about embodied interactions with vibrotactile patterns. The choice of tools therefore can lead not only
to different ideas and design proposals, they also convey different
experiences and allow for more distance or closeness of designers
to their designs.
Using the GUI, participants largely designed for populations that
they were not necessarily part of, while when working on their
own bodies, designs were largely driven by personal preferences
and assessed in light of personal experiences. However, given how
the placement of tactons in the second workshop was much more
limited, socio-technical factors – such as presenting and discussing
bodily experiences to a group of relative strangers and having cameras focused on faces while individually sitting in single rooms –
play additional roles in how people design around and with their
bodies. The workshops provide initial comparative insights regarding the qualitative differences of designs and reflections based in
an embodied design process as compared to design with a more
traditional GUI.

5.2

Limitations and Future Work

This is not to say that everything worked perfectly during the workshops. As with any first deployment of a system, we encountered
bugs, as well as areas where we wish we would have done things
differently or done more. Here we wish to again stress that TactJam
is open source, and that anyone is invited to reproduce the devices,
use the software and iterate on it, maybe even addressing some of
our own critique (see also https://github.com/TactileVision).
While TactJam was explicitly designed to support rapid creation
of a breadth of lo-fi prototypes, rather than as a tool for editing
and refining designs towards higher fidelity, this was perceived as
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Figure 9: Participants while trying several actuators placements during workshop two.
a major missing feature of the TactJam suite. The ability to edit
time profiles of actuators using the GUI (as is done with the haptics
composer by interhaptics, [25] or in work by Schneider et al [44])
and copying, pasting, and swapping profiles between actuators was
the feature most commonly requested.
The virtual mannequin standing in a T-pose which is currently
used by TactJam for documenting the placement of actuators on the
body also proved a non-ideal choice given its lack of flexibility (see
also, Figure 4). For one, many workshop participants did not identify
with it and would have preferred the ability to customize it, to better
match their own bodies, or the bodies of the target group they were
designing for. This also had practical design consequences, as it
masked difficulties which arise when designing a fixed layout for
multiple bodies (see also [48]). One might also speculate if the chest
had been used as frequently for placing tactons in workshop one,
if the mannequin had larger breasts. Finally, the fixed mannequin
posed problems for participants who intended to design tactons
for people with missing limbs, or for non-human bodies (such as
elephants and dogs...).
In terms of the implementation, a concrete lessons learned from
the hardware design was to stay away from SMD micro-USB connectors. These were the most frequent point of failure of the hardware,
both during assembly, as well as during use. Another hardware
design question which caused much discussion was whether ERM
motors were the right tool to use, when better actuators are available. ERM motors were chosen in the spirit of low-fi prototyping
which TactJam is designed for. Recoil-Style Tactile Actuators [56]
or Linear Resonate Actuators (LRA) would have opened up a whole
new dimension of experimenting with vibration frequency. While
we would like to see a version of TactJam using high-fidelity actuators in the future, we speculate that this might have hampered the
rapid iteration process we aimed for.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented TactJam, an end-to-end suite for creating and sharing low fidelity prototypes of on-body vibrotactile
feedback. With TactJam, designers can create, record and share
vibrotactile patterns. The ease of sharing between local and remote
collaborators using TactJam opens up new ways of collaboratively
designing vibrotactile patterns.

We showed the utility of TactJam by putting it to practice in
a two day distributed online workshop, exploring the design of
on-body tactons. Participants were able to successfully use TactJam
to learn about tacton design. Participants used a wide range of
mappings between tactons and the concepts they represent, which
we shared in this paper.
Additionally, comparing workshop discussion and results when
a GUI was used for creating tactons to when participants worked
directly on their bodies highlighted that the tools used heavily influence the outcome. Tactons created using the GUI were more
structured, used a larger area of their bodies and had clearer mappings. While tactons created through sketching directly on bodies
came with less implicit assumptions about other bodies and focused more strongly on the experiential dimension of vibrotactile
feedback.
Finally, we wish to again highlight that all source materials of the
work presented here are available online and we invite researchers
and professionals interested in designing tactile feedback to explore
and extend TactJam.
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APPENDIX: TACTON EXANPLES

Tactons in the context of Bicycling. Participants placed the actuators on the feet (a) to provide instructions to the user, e.g. to
speed up (b) and (c) or to slow down (d).

Tactons in the context of Virtual Reality. Participants placed the actuators on the head and throat (a) to provide spatial cues
for out-of-sight events (b), (c), and (d).

Tactons in the context of Sports. Participants placed the actuators on the forearm to indicate certain phases during a physical
training, e.g. get ready (b), start (c), and pause/stop (d).

